MRD576 (Site Specific 5-cm photomosaic and particle (cobble) maps)
1. Requirement Summary:
MRD-576: Collect OCAMS panchromatic data with < 5 cm spatial resolution over 100% of a 3σ
TAG error ellipse around each of up to 12 candidate sampling sites from the 1km-radius Safe
Home Orbit at ranges between 600m and 1000m. At least 3 image sets of each site are required
with the following constraints:
Incidence angles between 40° and 70° (with a goal of 45° and 60°)
Incidence vectors differ by > 10° (in elevation and/or azimuth) between image sets
Incidence vectors for images within a single set are within 20° of each other (elevation/azimuth).
Emission angles < 65°
Emission vectors for one image set differ by > 10° relative to the other two
Primary Co-I(s): Daniella DellaGiustina
Working Group(s): Image Processing
2. Key Associated Data Products
To map the distribution of regolith grains ≥ 5 cm in longest dimension around 12 candidate
sample sites, it will be necessary to first generate panchromatic PolyCam mosaics from Orbital B
OCAMS L2 images for each sample site. Additional inputs to the site-specific mosaics include
the OCAMS photometric model, SPICE kernels, and the Bennu shape model.
Using site-specific mosaics, regolith grains ≥ 5 cm will be counted and the results will be stored
in the Hazard/Particle Map database to fulfill MRD 576. The database can be queried to provide
the precise location and size of all reoglith grains that have been counted in a given area. This
information can be used to create a Map of Hazards and Cobbles, which masks out areas of
undesirable terrain (features ≥ 5 cm) and serves an input into the Site-specific Sampleability
Map.
The data-products generated as a direct result of MRD 576 are described in further detail below:

Site-specific Panchromatic Image Mosaic (MRD 576, 116): Global and site-specific
panchromatic image mosaics derived from PolyCam will be the highest-resolution maps of
Bennu available from the OSIRIS-REx instrument payload, and will therefore serve as base
maps for other higher-level thematic maps and long-term science products. Although mosaics
can be derived from either PolyCam or MapCam (using the panchromatic filter), the site-specific
products are intended to be generated from PolyCam images.
Site-specific Hazard/Particle Map (MRD-576, 116): The "Hazard/Particle Maps" refer to two
separate products that classify the surface terrain of Bennu and map the spatial extent of hazards

(objects > 21 cm in longest dimension), cobbles, areas of extreme surface roughness, craters,
linear features, and other geological features that considered "unsafe" for the OSRIS-REx
TAGSAM, as well as particles ~2 cm which OSRIS-REx TAGSAM can ingest.
Site-specific Sampleability Map (MRD-183c): Sampleability is calculated using the derivation of
the Sampleability Function based on the TAGSAM Characterization experiments. Hazards (> 21
cm features) and cobbles > 5 cm are considered unsafe terrain and are not included as part of the
Sampleability calculation. Specifically, the color-coded Hazard/Particle Map can be thresholded
and translated into binary mask that excludes all unsafe terrain. This binary mask can then define
the domain over which the sampleability algorithm is calculated.
3. System to Generate Sufficient Observations:
The key observations required to satisfy MRD 576 are provided by Orbital B PolyCam images.
During Orbital B PolyCam will acquire 3 separate observations of a candidate sample site
according to geometries specified by MRD 576.
Orbital B is a terminator orbit. When imaging from a terminator orbit a trade in imaging quality
must be made; images acquired at the ideal nadir-pointed geometry (to minimize projection
effects) are at or near the terminator and therefore poorly illuminated while images acquired
when the camera is pointed away from the terminator (at larger emission angles) will suffer from
projection effects, foreshortening, etc, and a loss in image resolution as a function of depth of the
field. Long shadows are also present at high-phase angles, and may obscure terrain. It will be a
challenge to acquire images that are suitable for mapping the location and dimensions of craters,
cobbles, and other geological features. The observations needed to successfully generate the
desired data products for MRD 576 will be difficult to acquire from Orbital B. These images will
be used to derive image mosaics, which generally require the following image geometries:

Image Coverage:
Image footprints must cover of 100% of a 3σ TAG error ellipse, a 13.465 m circle centered about
the TAG site.
At least 20% overlap between individual images along track is required. Ideally image overlap
should be between 30-40%. Image overlap must be sufficient to tie images together with
multiple common features between frames
Image Pixel Blur:
Images should be acquired at slew rates which do not permit more than 1 pixel of blur.
Image Pixel Size:
Images should be ≤ 1.25 cm per pixel; in conjunction with the other imaging parameters listed, at
least 4 pixels are required to resolve a feature with sufficient confidence of its existence, location
and dimensions.

Incidence angle:
Should be > 40 deg and < 60 deg. The magnitude of the solar incidence angles determines the
presence and length of a shadow; for example, 60-degrees incidence gives 1.7-meters of shadow
for a meter-tall post (on a flat surface).
Incidence angles > 40 deg ensure sufficient shadowing to define the characteristic shape of a
geolgical feature.
Incidence angles > 75 deg result in excessive shadows, masking the terrain.
Emission angles:
Should be < 30 deg. The magnitude of the emission angle determines the extent of
foreshortening present in the image; at high emission angles it is not possible to accurately map
the location and dimensions of an object.
Greater emission angles correspond to increased foreshortening, degrading the resolution along
the line of site, and introducing potential “feature confusion” as objects start to obstruct one
another between near- and far-field, as well as affecting the perceived geometry of a feature on
the ground.
As emission angle increases, there is insufficient information in the line-of-site direction to
accurately render the surface in reprojections that create a different, e.g. nadir, view of the
surface.
Phase angles:
Phase angles in the range between 15 and 60 degrees are ideal.
Images used for the purpose of mapping the location and dimensions of particle should not be
acquired at phase angles near 0 degrees, to avoid the opposition effect, and should not be
acquired at high phase (>70 degrees) to avoid long shadows.
Other dependencies that are required to fulfill MRD 576, but are not a direct result of MRD 576,
are addressed in Section 5. "Dependencies per Mission Phase".
4. Minimum Success Criteria:
For up to 12 candidate sampling sites:
Acquire PolyCam image coverage of 100% of a 3σ TAG error ellipse (13.465 m x 13.465 m m)
under the best possible imaging geometry given the constraints of Orbital B under the three
different geometries specified above.
Acquire PolyCam images that are ≤ 1.25 cm in pixel size over the required area during Orbital B.
Map the location and size of regolith grains ≥5 cm in longest dimension from PolyCam Orbital B
imagery
5. Dependencies per Mission Phase:

Detailed constraints for creating the products associated with MRD 576 are addressed in Section
3. "System to Generate Sufficient Observations". Detailed constraints for dependencies from
prior mission phases are addressed in Section 3 for each of the corresponding MRDs: 121, 123,
and 115,
Dependencies from the relevant mission phases are as follows according to dates in DRM Rev C:
- Image data (including L2 OCAMS images, mosaics, thematic maps, hazard/particle counts):
Detailed Survey Baseball Diamond (MRD 121): Regolith grains ≥21 cm will be mapped around
potential candidate sample-sites from PolyCam image mosaics, and results will be stored in the
Hazard/Particle Map database by 3/01/2019 (e.g. before down selection to 12 candidate sites).
Detailed Survey Equatorial Station (MRD 149): A photometric model will be developed and
applied to any panchromatic mosaic derived from PolyCam images.
Orbital B (MRD 576): Regolith grains ≥5 cm will be mapped for up to 12 candidate sites from
PolyCam image mosaics, and results will be stored in the Hazard/Particle Map database by
5/01/2019 (e.g. before down selection to 2 candidate sites).
- Altimetry data (including the Bennu shape model, site-specific terrain models):
Preliminary Survey (MRD 123): The Bennu shape model will be generated from OCAMS
images and OLA data acquired during Preliminary Survey. The global shape model is required to
generate the global panchromatic mosaics and must be generated by 1/09/2019 (e.g. by Baseball
Diamond)
6. Adequacy of the DRM:
The DRM appears to be adequate at providing observations that satisfy MRD 576.
The observations that satisfy MRD 576, however, are not adequate for generating the desired
data products, e.g. image mosaics as well as a hazard/particle map and survey.
7. Data Products per Mission Phase:
Timeline of data products:
The key observations required to satisfy MRD 576 are provided by Orbital B PolyCam
images.The first set of Orbital B PolyCam images are acquired on 4/9/2019 and imaging extends
through 4/30/2019. The data processing timeline occurs in the following stages:
1. Image Mosaicking: Image mosaicking can begin once the following inputs are made available:
L2 PolyCam images in units of I/F from each Orbital B candidate site.
Reconstructed attitude and trajectory kernels from each Orbital B candidate site.
Other inputs to this process include the OCAMS photometric model, (produced during Detailed
Survey) and Bennu shape model (produced during Preliminary Survey).

It is anticipated that each Orbital B site-specific mosaic will be completed within 7-10 days after
necessary inputs are received by the IPWG.

2. Hazard/Particle Mapping: A completed PolyCam mosaic is a primary input into the
hazard/particle mapping process. During this process a survey of all particles ≥5 cm will be
completed using a variety of different techniques (expert-made counts, crowd-sourced counts,
and automated techniques). Assuming that all objects ≥21 cm have already been surveyed in
earlier mission phases (specifically Detailed Survey), it is assumed that this process will take ~2
months to complete by the IPWG after all panchromatic mosaics are generated from Orbital B
images. Detailed global estimates are outlined in the "Additional timeline details" below.
Additional timeline details:
The current radar shape model of Bennu suggests one boulder resolved at the ~10 m scale.
Using a cumulative power law slope of -3 (typical, albeit somewhat shallow, for boulders on
asteroids), there would be 1000 boulders > 1 m in size, and 125,000 boulders > 20 cm in size,
and yet more at smaller diameters.
The length of time to generate a boulder map will depend on the desired lower limit.
For boulder populations whose total number is of order 100, the map could be done in two days
(assuming accurate and validated measurements of location, aspect ratio, and any key
morphological features).
For populations whose total number is of order 1000, the map could be done in a week
(assuming accurate and validated measurements of location and aspect ratio only).
For populations whose total number is of order 10,000, the map could be done in 2-3 weeks.
For populations whose total number is of order 100,000, the map would take several months.
8. Overview of Processing:
Tools/Techniques used to satisfy MRD
In proximity operations the minimum tools/techniques will be used to meet MRD 576:
Image mosaicking pipeline using ISIS3 for OSIRIS-REx
Hazard/particle mapping using a custom software suite, PostGIS, and Cosmoquest
Software Status
Image mosaicking pipeline: A preliminary version of the image mosaicking pipeline has been
completed using a beta version of ISIS3 for OSIRIS-REx. This pipeline will be revised as the
ISIS3 for OSIRIS-REx matures and is enhanced. The current mosaicking pipeline is based on the
Dawn FC mosaicking pipeline developed by OSIRIS-REx collaborator Lucille Le Corre.
Hazard/particle mapping: In test.

Custom software suite: This software suite uses several established C/C++ libraries, COTS GIS
and analysis tools (e.g. MATLAB, QGIS, etc.), PostGIS, along with custom code that links each
component, from particle surveying to visualization. Anticipated completion date is August
2016.
CosmoQuest: An existing crowd-sourcing tool that allows the public to survey geological
features from spacecraft imagery. A preliminary version of the Bennu Mappers CosmoQuest
interface can be found here
9. Provenance of Algorithms, Software, and Techniques
Relevant information relating to the history and utility of selected software packages can be
found using in the following data product descriptions:
Panchromatic Image Mosaic data product description
Hazard/Particle Map data product description
10. Expected Results & Simulated Data
Using simulated SPICE kernels for a three Orbital B sites observations, anticipated imaging
times, the 85 cm shape model of Bennu (generated from the Nolan radar shape model), and a
PolyCam camera model implemented in ISIS3 for OSIRIS-REx, the following simulated data
was generated:
The coverage of PolyCam images across the three Orbital B Site #1 observations, relative to a
13.465 m x 13.465 m 3σ TAG error ellipse centered at (0°, 320.33°) (see Figures 1a - 3d).
The pixel size of PolyCam images across the three Orbital B Site #1 observations (Figure 1a, 2a,
3a). These plots also include the 3-sigma TAG ellipse for reference.
The incidence angles, relative to the 85 cm shape model, of PolyCam images across the three
Orbital B Site #1 observations (Figure 1b, 2b, 3b).
The emission angles, relative to the 85 cm shape model, of PolyCam images across the three
Orbital B Site #1 observations (Figure 1c, 2c, 3c).
The phase angles of PolyCam images across the three Orbital B Site #1 observations (Figure 1d,
2d, 3d).
Because these values are calculated with respect to the terrain of the Bennu shape model, it is
important to note that incidence and emission angles may exceed the required thresholds over
very small spatial scales (due to crater walls, boulders, etc.); this should not be used to interpret a
violation of any requirement. Requirements should be verified using the average values for
emission and incidence angles over the desired area. Tables 1, 2, and 3 reports the average values
for each of the quantities calculated in this simulation.
Note that the coverage for Observation #3 appears to fail the 100% coverage required levied by
MRD 576 (only 53.5%). This appears to be another circumstance (see MRD 119) where the

spherical model of Bennu deviates from the terrain model, leading to a significant discrepancy
between the coverage values determined for each.
This exercise also demonstrates the mosaicking capabilities required to satisfy the data
processing efforts for MRD 576.

Figure 1a. Pixel Size of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #1

Figure 1b. Incidence Angle of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #1

Figure 1c. Emission Angle of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #1

Figure 1d. Phase Angle of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #1

Figure 2a. Pixel Size of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #2

Figure 2b. Incidence Angle of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #2

Figure 2c. Emission Angle of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #2

Figure 2d. Phase Angle of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #2

Figure 3a. Pixel Size of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #3

Figure 3b. Incidence Angle of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #3

Figure 3c. Emission Angle of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #3

Figure 3d. Phase Angle of PolyCam Images for Orbital B, Site 1 - Observation #3

11. Analysis and verification methods
Much of the analysis performed to verify MRD 576 is included in Section 10. "Expected Results
& Simulated Data".
Verification documentation on the OSIRIS-REx ISIS3 version, which implements OCAMS
camera models into ISIS3 and handles DSK shape models of asteroid Bennu, can be found here.
The planned Orbital B images will likely not meet the criteria for quality image mosaics-regardless, IPWG will verify that the necessary inputs are being provided by the planned
observation through inspection of the predicted SPICE kernels.
The rapid slew rates and low-illumination conditions during Orbital B may lead to images with a
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It will be important to verify that SNR > 50 when planning sitespecific observations.
Inspection of PolyCam images will also be performed post-acquisition to ensure that the data
acquired satisfy the imaging requirements.
Data processing errors messages and metrics (i.e. reprojection errors) are tracked by the ISIS3
for OSIRIS-REx image mosaicking pipeline. Errors, performance metrics, etc., are stored in an
output file every time a new mosaic is generated using the mosaicking pipeline; this file will be
inspected along with the final product to ensure the mosaic is of the appropriate quality before it
is handed off for Hazard/Particle Mapping.

Identification and measurements of hazards/particles will be performed using three separate
techniques. Inter-comparisons between the techniques will be used to verify data fidelity.
12. Existing or Potential Liens
MRD 576 has the following potential liens:
Lien-IP-2 is now closed. J-Asteroid capability added to report incidence angle and emission
angle based on the shape model instead of the triaxial ellipsoid. In addition, the standard Science
Phase Plan development and Tactical Planning process includes delivery of CKs and image
times to the working groups for analysis and review to validate the J-Asteroid plans. Recon A
CKs have been delivered to the WGs.
Lien-IP-2-Lien on SPOC: Significant discrepancies can occur between results generated from a
spherical Bennu and the Bennu shape model with terrain. Resolving this lien will involve the
SPOC Ops team obtaining tools that perform planning with respect to a terrain model during
proximity operations, to validate the DRM for adequate image coverage and resolution for those
sequences.
Lien-IP-10 has closed with the approval of the Orbital B SPP in January 2018. MRD-183c2
constraints (previously MRD-576) have been captured in the Orbital B constraints spreadsheet
and PolyCam observations have been added to the Orbital B Global Mapping phase to satisfy the
constraints. The attached presentation details the IPWG/RDWG assessment of the Orbital B SPP.
Lien-IP-10-Lien on DRM: MRD 576 was a requirement written to acquire images that satisfy the
needs of products generated from stereophotoclinometry. MRD 576, however, is the only
requirement that describes imaging during the Orbital B phase and has therefore been applied to
image processing products despite the distinctly different observational needs of these products
(emission, incidence, and phase angles are exceed required thresholds for mosaicking, depending
on the observation). Resolving this lien involves designing an observation that is adequate for
mosaic products.
13. SPOC Requirements
The requirements that the SPOC must fulfill in order for all relevant parties to access the
necessary information to fulfill MRD 576 are cited/described within the documents listed in the
"14. External Interfaces" section of this page.
14. External Interfaces
The following ICDs describe the external interfaces relevant to MRD 576:
OCAMS-SPOC ICD
FDS-SPOC ICD
ALTWG-SPOC ICD
RADF SIS

IPWG-SPOC ICD
RDWG-SPOC ICD

IPWG/RDWG Analysis of Orbital B SPP
SOPG
1/09/2018

Motivation
• Absent any other imaging, there is a large gap in resolved particle sizes from

Detailed Survey (~20cm) to Recon (~2cm)
• Intermediate imaging data (5-10 cm) can help tie measurements of OLA
surface roughness to average regolith grain sizes, and aid assessments of
Sampleability during Orbital B
• Requested PolyCam data (<5 cm resolution) every 10 deg of latitude/longitude
for latitude +/- 60 deg latitude at three potentially acceptable geometries, with
MapCam context images
• Should result in a minimum of surface coverage >5% and can be used to
augment calculations made based on data obtained in Detailed Survey.
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IPWG Analysis of SPP
• SPP was mostly consistent with IPWG imaging constraints, with the exception

of the request MapCam context data. We believe there is a solution (next
slide)
• Analysis was performed by IPWG using information provided by the Orbital B
SPP (Dathon will present on this shortly) to confirm the PolyCam data was
consistent with constraints.
• Based on these analysis IPWG and RDWG approve the plan outlined by the
SPP.
• From Walsh: “…Even the worst case (or almost worst case) looks like
pretty uniform coverage across latitude and longitude. Awesome.”
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OB MapCam images will be ~5.5 cm/px
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IPWG Analysis of Orbital B Rev 3 Design
01/09/18
Dathon Golish

Summary
• The worst-case scenario has broad and even distribution across the surface with
images that meet IPWG/RDWG’s requirements.
• Some lat/lon bins only have 1 or a partial image in them, but the distribution is
fairly uniform
• The best-case scenario is better, with at least 2 partial images in every lat/lon bin
• If changing the orbit period achieves something between these two extremes, the
image set should meet the requirements of both WGs, which were implemented in
the constraints provided to the DPPE/SOPG.
• Note: due to a miscommunication, the image sets simulated for this analysis are not
the actual worst and best cases, but are only different by ~10%

• Spreadsheet from John Kidd/STK has imaging conditions for images every 10
minutes from 09/03 to 10/14
• We simulated images in IBIS for the “lucky” and “unlucky” list of imaging times,
which start at 19:00 and 08:00 hours, respectively

• Find matching entries from John’s spreadsheet and the simulated images
• Compare STK numbers to numbers from simulated images in ISIS
• Highlight any that are different by more than 10 degrees
•
•
•
•
•

Phase angles are very close (<0.1°)
Emission angles are offset ~3-6° from STK numbers
Incidence angles are offset ~1-3° from STK numbers
Latitude is close to within ~.2°
Longitude is close to within ~1°
• ISIS has an error when crossing the prime meridian (shown in red)

• Overall: ISIS numbers are very close to STK numbers

• If we establish our own list of “good” imaging times, using the STK numbers, we can
reproduce the type of plot in the SPP
• Good is 0 < e < 30; α < 90, i < 90; with and without a latitude limit of ±60°
• The SPP plot is described in terms of a time offset, not a time of day, so its flipped leftto-right
• The imaging times (marked with red vertical lines, based off the misinterpreted SPP
plot) are not at the best and worst cases, but are ~10% worse/better, respectively
• Still fairly effective for bookending the options

Lucky – all images (5627)

Lucky - images that meet obs reqs (1450)

Grid is 10°x10° bins

Unlucky – all images (5626)

Unlucky - images that meet obs reqs (2928)

Grid is 10°x10° bins

